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PREFACE

There were several catalysts or reasons behind the writing and
production of this book - the history and heritage of the club jumper. The
history - a systematic record of the design, development, changes and
use of what the Australian Football community recognises as the
Adelaide Football Club playing strip.  The heritage - the tradition,
importance and cultural influence that the jumper engenders, represents
and plays within the culture of the Club, its players, members, fans and
supporters.

 The Heritage Committee was established for the purposes of ensuring
that the history, the culture and the achievements of the Adelaide
Football Club are preserved for the present and future generations of
members and fans of the Club and for football and its supporters in
general. One of the key purposes of the committee, identified in its
charter, is to provide leadership and make recommendations to the AFC
Board in matters relating to the heritage of the club and nominates the
club jumper as a significant heritage item, sacrosanct in fact.

The Heritage Committee was asked to have input into the recognition
and celebration of the Club's 25th year. One suggestion it made was to
look at not records, achievements, games or individuals but to focus on a
constant throughout the 25 years - the club jumper.

Recently, a secondary school student, Lachlan Avery, asked the Club for
help with a project he was doing. He needed photographs of various
versions of jumpers that have been used by the Club. It dawned on us,
that while there were a number framed and on display in the Club
museum and others in the archives, that there isn't a consolidated
actual, digital or photographic collection within the club let alone
available to fans and indeed researchers - hence a heritage project was
born. This book is part of the result and is an appropriate major
contribution to the 25 Year recognition and celebration.



CHAIRMAN'S INTRODUCTION  25 YEARS



INTRODUCTION
 SENIOR COACH



Is it

JUMPER?
 or

GUERNSEY?



All are used to identify the top part of a player's uniform. What is the
difference?

Dating back to the 15th Century, traditionally a guernsey is a seaman's or
fisherman's close fitting, hard wearing knitted woollen garment said to
originate from the small island of Guernsey off the coast of Normandy,
France. The hard twist and tightly spun wool plus very tight knitting gave
the seafarers garments that were quite resistant to sea spray and rain. In
the 19th Century, Guernseys appeared with the migrant miners on
Australian goldfields. From there it was a short hop down to Melbourne
where some soon morphed into footy uniforms. In typical Australian
fashion, the term "to get a Guernsey" or "to be given a Guernsey" became a
metaphor commonly used to refer  to winning an award, selection,
inclusion or recognition in any field.

The goldfields attracted many Irish males. They brought with them their
"geansai" or "ganseys" which are Gaelic adoptions and translations of
"Guernsey" which in itself became in English translation "jumpers". So
theoretically jumpers and guernseys are the same thing. Not so in the
making though. Those brought by the Irish miners were more than likely
knitted by their mothers or wives and while still "waterproof" this was
because of the loose knitting and high lanolin content of the wool they
absorbed the water rather than repelled it. They were very different also in
that they were distinguished by intricate patterns of knitting often
determined by tradition and often of religious significance. Largely because
of this there was wide acceptance of "jumpers" as fashionable  and
versatile items, sports uniforms even!

Another of the Channel Islands, Jersey too was famous for its knitting trade
in medieval times, and because of that original fame, the name jersey is
still applied to many forms of knitted fabric, round or flat.  Traditionally
close-fitting and usually machine knitted wool orcotton,  a jersey  is worn
as a pullover. The cotton form was suited to rough treatment and as a
consequence rugby "tops" were made of cotton and referred to as jerseys.
For this reason and the fact that when blended with synthetic fibres it
allowed the wearer's sweat to evaporate many other sports, for example
Ice Hockey, American Football and particularly cycling began to use it and
adopt the name "jersey". In fact possibly the most well known sporting
uniform in the world is the Tour de France's  "Maillot jaune" (yellow
jersey).

Well, what do our players wear when they are playing?   To try
and answer this question a survey of players, coaches, staff and
administrators of the Club was conducted. Roughly two to one
came out in favour of "guernsey" over "jumper". However, when
asked the follow up question "In exhorting the players to greater
effort would a coach be more likely to say "...Don't do it for me,
don't do it for yourself, do it for the GUERNSEY or ... the
JUMPER?" it was almost unanimous for JUMPER. One even offered
that "Doing it for the jumper" was entirely natural and appropriate
and was seen as more genuine than the more contrived "doing it
for the guernsey".

In delving deeper into the responses there appeared to be some
correlations. Most of the jumper supporters were older. Those
from Victoria and Tasmania opted for jumper also. Those with
rugby backgrounds (both codes) or from overseas offered up
jersey.

Print media generally has stories about jumpers - "Jumpergate",
"Player's lost Grand Final Jumper returned", "Which team is to
wear its home jumper?", "Club seeks to change jumper design"
etc. Although not infrequently both jumper and guernsey will
appear in the same article. However the match-day radio or TV
commentator will probably say that a player "... will have to
replace his torn guernsey".

And perhaps that is where we should take our cue. When we
refer to that multi-coloured upper garment with logos and
sponsors names on it along with a number on the back on players
we use the more generic term GUERNSEY. However when it is
seen to have an accepted and identified particular recognition and
relevance in relation to club and team heritage and culture then
JUMPER is the designation of choice. (To use the aforementioned
metaphor "Jumper" gets a "Guernsey!")

And that is how they will be used in this book.

Guernsey or Jumper?  Jumper or Guernsey? .....or even Jersey?



In an incredible four months, from October 1990 to February 1991, a group of seven committed football minded men, elected by the SANFL laid the
foundation for, and oversaw, the establishment of the Adelaide Football Club. Along with  a myriad of issues the confronted them - selection of coach,

players, staff and many administrative matters, high on their agenda was the selection of the team colours, the design of the playing jumper and uniform and
club emblem.

One of the Directors was sports store owner Ed Betro. Once colours were agreed to it was Ed who was tasked to lead the design and production team to
come up with a playing uniform to present to firstly the SANFL and AFL before ultimately it was presented it to the footballing public of South Australia.

The following extracts from the minutes of Adelaide Football Club Board of Directors show the complexity of theprocess.

THE JUMPER IS BORN



FORMATION OF CLUB
(a) Club Name - Adelaide Football Club Pty. Ltd.
(b) Club Colours, Jumpers, Socks, Shorts
              It was generally agreed that the basic colours in the playing uniform would consist of:   Green, White and Blue.
              Mr Betro to arrange for a number of sample uniforms to be made for presentation later in the day.
(c) Club Emblem - It was agreed that the "Sharks" form the basis of the Club Logo

CLUB COLOURS
Mr Betro tabled various club colour and jumper design options
The Directors agreed that the red, yellow and blue hooped jumper be adopted subject to a television screen test
It was agreed that hooped socks be adopted and incorporate the three colours.
Mr Betro was instructed to obtain six complete uniforms for television screen testing and presentation at the next Board
meeting

CLUB EMBLEM
The Chairman informed that AFLhad been advised by their Patent Attorneys that the name "Shark" was not available for
use by the Adelaide Football Club.

CLUB COLOURS/UNIFORM
The Board viewed a video of the complete uniform and further discussions to be had whith Ch9 regarding design and
colour issues

CLUB EMBLEM
After discussion to following options (in order of preference) were shortlisted
1.  Giants   2.  Rams   3.  Falcons

CLUB COLOURS/UNIFORM
Mr Betro tabled three modified jumper designs one of which was agreed to be adopted after minor modification

CLUB EMBLEM
A letter was tabled from the AFL Marketing Division clarifying various matters in relation to proposed Club names. It was
then moved that the name 'CROWS' be adopted. This was defeated and it was subsequently moved and and passed that
the name "Rams" be adopted.

The AFL had advised that the name "Rams" as agreed to at previous last Board meeting was not acceptable. It was then
resolved that the name "CROWS" be adopted.

The Chairman  reported to the Board that the AFL had approved the jumper and it had been registered and that the
name and logo was confirmed. It was agreed that a press conference be held at Football Park at 12 noon on..............to
launch the uniform, name and logo.

15th OCTOBER 1990

24th OCTOBER 1990

31st OCTOBER 1990

14th NOVEMBER 1990

21st NOVEMBER 1990

28th NOVEMBER 1990



WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN



WHAT WE BECAME



ED BETRO INTERVIEW AND GREEN, WHITE AND
BLUE GUERNSEY



The jumpers worn in the first game now hange in the replica
locker room at AFC home base

      The jumpers worn by Romano Negri (R) and Andrew Jarman (L) in the replica
locker room

THE FIRST TO WEAR
THE TRICOLOUR IN

AN AFL PREMIERSHIP
SEASON GAME

1   Romano Negri
2   Andrew Jarman
3   Darel Hart
7   Nigel Smart
8   Eddie Hocking
9   Bruce Lindner
10 Chris McDermott
11 Tony McGuinness
12 Simon Tregenza
13 Scott Lee
16 David Marshall
18 Rodney Maynard
20 John Klug
23 Peter McIntyre
28 Darren Smith
30 Grantly Fielke
32 Bruce Lindsay
35 Rod Jameson
41 Robbie Thompson
44 Tom Warhurst

Adelaide 24-11 (156) d Hawthorn 9-15 (69)

Friday March 22, 1991









GRAHAM CORNES ON THE
JUMPER

Inaugural Crows coach, Graham Cornes, had very strong  and
reasoned opinions about the team he was given to coach and what
it should be wearing when it played on the big stage of the AFL.

As a traditionalist with long and extensive experience  with SANFL
club and State of Origin teams, both as a player and as a coach, he
knew and appreciated the role the playing jumper, and particularly
colours, could play in striving for success. He had observed first
hand some of the game's truely passionate and inspirational
coaches and leaders, Kerley, Williams, Barassi, Hammond, Halbert,
invoking the "playing for the jumper" message to great effect in
lifting the team to maximum effort.

He therefore became intimately involved in the design and decision
processes that culminated in the jumper as we now know it.

"A club's playing jumper is much like, and can be perceived as, a
totem - an emblematic object that sybolises and unites the tribe".

Graham Cornes



When the squad met for its first training run, Tuesday October 30th
1990, nothing had been finalised about name, colours and the like. A
training strip of yellow singlets and blue shorts had been organised.
While appreciative to at least have something, the comments about
colours were not enthusiastic to say the least.

On my appointment I met regulalry with Ed Betro, the Board member
tasked with outfitting the team. He showed me numerous design
suggestions prepared by marketing consultants. Eventually a
collection of samples became available. They ranged from the
aweful, through the OK to the possible and not bad. Those with
vertical stripes and rugby type creations at least looked like football
jumpers. The green, blue and white suggestion horrified me. It was
not a football jumper and I was really fearful that it might be
adopted. Fortunately, Ed, an experienced sporting goods retailer,
agreed knowing that the colours would not appeal let alone be
commercially viable.

I was adamant that the colours had to be the State colours and
pushed this strongly with the Board who would have to make the
decision. And the jumper had to be a traditional football jumper and
not a marketing exercise. We had a strong case for the colours. The
AFL had decreed that only South Australian players could be selected
for the initial squad, virtually making it a state team. The team, while
not yet called "The Team for all Aouth Australians" was in fact just
that - it was a team, the only team, from the state playing in the
National competition and it was "owned" by the State League making
the state colours for the team a logical choice.

But it went beyond this. Whereas other coaches could point point to
their jumper and refer to the great players of the past who had worn
it, the sacrifices that had been made for it, the blood that had been
spilled on it, the memorable games and achievements that were part
of the jumper's legacy we couldn't. This was a new team with no
such history to call on, no great past players. However we had the
chance, the opportunity, the responsibility to perform with the eyes of
the state upon us and we had to unite with and take the state along
with us and to support us. We needed a symbol, totem if you like, to
unite us from within, the team, and the tribe without - its supporters,
its members, the state's football followers. The state jumper was off
limits but the colours were appropriate.



For the players and staff, there may well have been intially some sense of
artificiality and manufacturing in the role of the jumper, albeit tinged with some
aprehension about what it meant. Impressive and appealing as it was it wasn't
"love at first sight" - that had to be earned, appreciated, engendered and
embraced. There was some outside criticism (of highjacking the state colours) and
derision by those not supportive of the Club's formation. Some smart arsed
opponent, because of the horizontal bands of colour, labelled us the "fruit tingles"
after the popular wrapped roll of multicoloured sweets. That didn't have the effect
he might have hoped as we instilled a pride in the jumped with the players, linking
it with performance and past state based analogies.

People have no idea now about how big it was, and to become, to be able to wear
the jumper knowing that we were the envy of the state and football following public
and how great that responsibility was. I have no doubt that all those players, those
first to play for the Adelaide Football Club, came to love and embrace it  - the
jumper, the colours and what they meant.

Graham Cornes



CHRIS McDERMOTT INTERVIEW

Inaugural captain's thoughts on:
Colours,
design
importance
effect
culture/tradition
numbers:  retire, bequeath



RORY SLOANE'S 2014
GUERNSEY



1991 -1995 Home and Away Jumper

Manufactured by BURLEY-STEEDEN The initial design and samples included a collar
in the fashion of traditional woolen jumpers. This style for players was quickly
changed and all of the jumpers worn in the first game v Hawthorn, now framed
and hanging in the Replica Locker Room are all collarless, apart from Andrew
Jarman's long sleeved version. The only times Andrew was seen in a short sleeved
collarless version was in the 1991 and 1992 Team Photos. On the playing field he
always wore long sleeves as he did in team photos 1993-1996 being the only
player to do so. Rodney Maynard was another to often wear long sleeves (but not
in team photos).
Many collared initial jumpers are to be found as they were widely available for
purchase by fans



1996

1996 saw the first real changes to the playing uniform of the Adelaide
Football Club

The numbers on the Home and Away jumper were outlined in white and
this was to remain the case until 2000. Throughout the season it also
featured the AFL's Centenary logo

But more significantly, for the first time the players wore a jumper radically
different from its traditional hooped jumper. This featured a menacing crow
in full flight wrapped around the  right side, and red and yellow panels
seperated on the back by a sash made up of red yellow and blue diagonals.

On this version too, the numbers were outlined in white.

Worn for the first time against Fremantle in a Lightening Carnival on
February 10, 1996 this was to be the "Pre-season" jumper for 1996 -1998.



Trent Ormond-Allen stands the mark versus Richmond, Round 2
The understated adidas logo clearly visible under the AFL logo

Darren Jarman celebrates the last of his 6 goals  ensuring victory in
the Grand Final

1997
adidas Australia joined the Adelaide Football Club as a Key Corporate

Sponsor after the Club adopted the AFL On Field Policy relating to
licensing.

Other than the addition of the adidas logo there was no other visible
change to the  design, manufacture and presentation of the jumper -

not until the AFL 1997 Grand Final logo was added to it in the last week
of September!









Darren Jarman, Lucas Herbert, Kym Koster, Peter Cave, James Thiesen and Troy
Bond share a laugh at training with changes to logos seen on Koster and Bond's

jumpers. Note long sleeves worn at training.

Ian Downsborough R5 v Geelong

Darren Jarman and Ben Marsh R14 v Sydney

Andrew McLeod post the Grand Final presentation
with his Premiership Medal in his Right hand and his

Norm Smith Medal in his left

1998
Changes to the jumper related to change of logos

adaidas
Toyota

AFL 1998 Grand Final Logo



1999

After a lengthy process of debate and numerous designs being
considered, the Club introduced an away guernsey in season
1991 and thus retiring the one which had been used only in pre
season games the previous three seasons.

To be worn in away games only this design had red on the chest
and shoulders with navy collars and arm bands bordered in
yellow with the hoops in descending order of yellow, navy, red
and yellow above a navy "skirt". A shadowed Crow emblem sat in
the middle of the torso. Red numbers outlined in white were in a
navy shield, outlined in red and white on the back.





2001 - 2002

In 2001 FILA became the apparel
partner of the Adelaide Football
Club. This meant that there was
some changes to both the Home
guernsey as well as the away
version.
The collar changed a little with
the FILA logo sitting beneath a
deeper yoke.
The number font was changed
and the numbers were slightly
higher on the back.
Significantly, the fabric had a
greater synthetic component
giving the guernsey a shinier
appearance.



The away guernsey saw the same cut and
fabric as the home version. The yellow
edging of the collar and arm holes was
replaced by red and the changed numbers
became solid yellow without the white
border of the previous version.

Long steeved versions incorporated navy
sleeves which contrasted starkly to the
body of the garment.



2003-05 Russell Athletic
Changed collar and number font on back





2006-8 Adidas Home jumper hoops slightly smaller
and curved navy panels at the sides





2009 HOME JUMPER



2009 AWAY JUMPER



Adelaide 19-18 (132) d Port Adelaide 9-8 (62)

The victorious Crows wore  jumpers featuring
every former Adelaide player with their Club
appearance number.

SHOWDOWN XXVII



2010 -2011

In 2010 Reebok became the apparrel partner of the Adelaide
Football Club and remained so until the end of season 2011. With
the new manufacturer came a new design and look. The yellow bib
went from the front collar and was replaced by a higher blue neck
insert with the Reebok logo. The hoops were widened and the upper
red hoop on the back returned replacing the "one off" curved red
line of the 2009 version.

In keeping with the Club's adoption of a new logo featuring a
menacing, beaked crow a new Away Jumper, predominantly white
as required by the AFL was procued complete with small crow logo
above the numbers. There were navy side panels includedmaking
the hoops discontinuous.

The Toyota logo on the left breast changed to include the word
HYBRID and a different font for CAMRY on both home and away
jumpers





Picture of first squad ar 20 year reunion (page 31 2011 year book)



This sample must have been rejected prior
to the 2010 season as it is different from

what was worn during the season. Note the
hight of the hoops on the front. Also  as it
has no Navy side panels making the hoops

discontinuous.



And in 2012 the boys were obviously chuffed to be wearing
the same jumper

Apart from reverting back to the traditional
TOYOTA logo - front and back





2013



With the switch to PUMA in 2013 the changes to the
home jumper were minimal. The navy panels were
moved from the side to more diagonally across the

hips to the back and the collar design changed
minimally plus a change to manufacturer's logo



The major change for 2013 however was the new design for the away jumper
with the "Murder of Crows" in club clours on a white background. The reverse
side has navy numbers with Navy, red and yellow narrowing stripes stretching

from the bottom, across the hips to the arm pits. Navy collar and arm holes  and
the small club logo above the numbers.



IT'S ALL IN THE NUMBERS



THE CUSTODIANS OF THE JUMPER

Ordering
Issue
Recovery
Packing for away games
How many sets
Laundering
Storage
Stories
Training
Maintenance
Blood sets
Replacement
On the bench













Mark Ricciuto models the 2006 heritage jumper at AAMI Stadium

HERITAGE JUMPERS
2004
The Club logo added to the
jumper
It included the SANFL logo
above the numbers on the
back

2005
This version was based on the 1930
State jumper with the Adelaide AFC
instead of SA.
The SANFL logo is on the back above
the yellow numbers

2006-2007
The Club jumper modified to include
the Club's crest and the colours of
the SANFL clubs on the right.
The SANFL logo is on the back above
the numbers



Sunday May 26 2013 v North Melbourne at Ethiad Stadium. Adelaide
players wore a spcial jumper to celebrate Indigenous Round and
acknowledge the role of indigenous players - past and present - who have
represented the Club
The one-off jumper incorporated the indigenous colours and the Club's
traditional home strip with black replacing blue as the base colour.
It was the first time the Crows had worn a specially-designed guernsey for
indigenous round.Fittingly, Jared Petrenko, the Club's only indigenous
representative on the day kicked the winning goal within seconds of the
final siren.

INDIGENOUS ROUND 2013



This is the story behind the 2014 Indigenous Guernsey
written by Club Champion Andrew McLeod.

This unique design is my story of the Adelaide Football
Club, embracing our history, community and past and
current players.

The Adelaide Football Club has a strong and proud
culture, just like the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities. This represents and reflects how the Club's
journey through football brings community together.

The map links South Australian communities together
with the AFC and our Indigenous programs.

The 24 stars represent the journey and seasons the Club
has been a part of the community.

The 19 Crows feet represent the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander players who have been on Adelaide's list
on this journey.

The number seven boomerang represents a warrior
culture, who are strong, proud and resilient, similar to
the warriors who wear our jumper.

We have also included the R, which stands for the
journey of Recognition, a movement that the Club and
AFL have chosen to support.

 And the Crow feet are moving forward to help that
journey recognise the oldest living cultures in the world.
I'm proud of the result.

Andrew McLeod

Indigenous Round 2014

Round 11 June 1st v Gold Coast





2000 AFL logo Change

2001 Fila, Camry, On field, Neck
design

2003
Change to neck

2005 Russell athletic logo change

2006 More Lyra, change to side panel

2007 SANFL logo back of neck,
AFL logo(Dark)  on numbers

2012 Hybrid removed
from logos and change
in colour

added white around numbers

1997 adidas on front

Different adidas symbol
1998

1995 Toyota added
to back

2007 SANFL Logo removed,
change in neck design

2010 Hybrid Camry logo front and
back
Change to nech design

2009 AFL logo on
numbers goes white





Trent Hentschell during the 2009 Elimination Final at AAMI Stadium

The 2009 Elimination Final between Adelaide and Essendon was used to draw community
attention to the dangers of Australia's "National Cancer", melanoma and to support the
work of the Melonanoma Institute. Toyota relinquished the naming rights to the back of the
guernsey to allow a Melanoma Institute panel to be worn.

In the lead up to the game the Advertiser's Ray Titus composed his photograph using
guernseys to highlight the 12,500 new cases of melanoma diagnosed in Australia each
year. Holding the guernseys, resplendent in their sun protective hats and 30+ sun screen
are Football GM John Reid - a victim of the disease, Robert Shirley, Scott Thompson and
Tyson Edwards.

Also clearly evident is the curved red line unique to the 2009 guernsey.

NATIONAL SHADES DAY



Having been introduced by his mentor, Scott Thompson, Matthew Wright is presented with his
playing jumper by his parents Steve and Tracey before his debut, Round 4 2011 v Port Adelaide

becoming the 179th  player of the Club. Given #47 he took over #11 on Michael Doughty's
retirement at the end of the 2012 season

Mitch Grigg receives his jumper from a young fan, Members Day 2014

PRESENTATION OF JUMPER

There are several jumper presentation ceremonies. For the fans this has
traditionally been done either at the annual members' day or at the season launch
when each of the players in the squad are symbolically handed their numbered
playing jumper by members or coaching staff. The player then immediately hands
his jumper to the equipment manager who then will hand it out on match day.
Of much more significance for the player is the ceremony in the changerooms
prior to his first game for the club that, having been presented by his player
mentor, he is given his jumper by his parents or other family member in front of
his team mates. He then puts it on ready to play. This procedure is written into
Club policy.

Photo of Post draft induction where
parents given  son's jumper



WHAT JUMPERS MEAN TO THE
FANS

(the duffle coats of the now)



Round 5 2014 - names on back

Round 5 2014
The AFL trialled placing the players's names on the guernseys

It was subsequently decided not to to have this a permanent feature of club  playing uniform







The Beginning of a Jumper Tradition

When 321 game veteran Tyson Edwards in 2010 announced that
the round 11 game against Fremantle would be his last he used

the football cliche that he was "Hanging up his boots".
The Club approaced him and asked if he would hang them and
the jumper he wore in that game in the #9 locker in the Replica
Locker Room. He agreed and a tradtion was initiated. It is now

Club policy that when a club "great" (Life Member, Club
Champion, Premiership player) retires he wears two jumpers in
his final game, changing at half time. One he keeps for himself

and the other,along with the boots he wore is given to the club to
hang permenently in the player's locker in the Replica Locker

Room.



On 23rd August 2014 Ben Rutten played his 229th and last game for
the Adelaide Football Club. At the post match interview, then Senior

Coach Brenton Sanderson said that he told Ben to keep his jumper on
for as long as he could because he knew from experience what it was
like to take it off for the last time. It was like the start of a grieving

process because it was relinquishing something that had t had meant
so much to him over a long period of his life.  Ben took the coach's
advice and even wore it to his various post match interviews and

presentations obligations. When he eventually took it off he signed it
and presented it to the Club to hang in locker #25 in the replica locker

room of the museum.

In a grand and poignant display as to what
football means to so many, Ben shared his

celebration with retiring St Kilda verteran Lenny
Hayes



Alone with his thoughts, Mark
Ricciuto walks from Ethiad Stadium
having just played his 312th and
final game wearing the jumper that
had become synonomous with his
greatness "Roo's number 32".
When asked, he recommended the
number once it came out of its
"retirement" be passed onto
emerging player and leader, Patrick
Dangerfield who had relinquished
his number 19 to become that of
the Club members and fans, The
19th Man.
At the end of the 2014 season
number 32 had been worn in 449
AFL games.



Which Jumpers Have Been Worn By Whom?

Romano Negri
Greg Anderson
Ashley Fernee
Lucas Herbert
Andrew Crowell
Nick Gil
Richard Tambling
James Posiadly

Andrew Jarman
Tim Cook
Brodie Atkinson
Wayne Carey
John Meesen
Evan Hewitt
Brad Moran
Brad Crouch

Darel Hart
Stephen Rowe
Darren Jarman
Kris Massie
Brent Reilly

Sean Tasker
Lance Piccione
Matthew Clarke
Kurt Tippett
Josh Jenkins

Bruce Abernethy
Matthew Robram
Kym Koster
Matthew Shir
Ronnie Burnes
Scott Thompson

Clayton Lamb
Tony Modra
Jonathon Griffin
Sean Wellman
Ben Nelson
Fergus Watts
James Byrne
Jack Gunston
Luke Thompson

Nigel Smart
Nathan Van Berlo

Eddie Hocking
Josh Mail
Jason McCartney
Nathan Bassett
Lewis Johnston
Myke Cook

Tony Hall
Bruce Lindner
Kym Koster
Tyson Edwards
Rory Sloane

Chris McDermott
Matthew Robran
Matthew Bode
Jarrhan Jacky
Matthew Jaensch

Tony McGuinness
Brett James
Michael Doughty
Matthew Wright

Simon Tregenza
Robert Shirley
Daniel Talia

Scott Lee
Shane Ellen
Ben Hudson
Taylor Walker

Allen Bartlett
Stuart Wigney
Matthew Connell
Hayden Skipworth
David MacKay

David Pittman
Adam Richardson
Ryan Fitzgerald
Jason Torney
Brad Symes
Angus Graham

David Marshall
Barry Standford
Nick Pesch
Ken McGregor
Phil Davis
Luke Brown

Scott Hodges
Shane Tongerie
Matthew Collins
Ian Downsborough
Scott Welsh
Bernie Vince
Sam Kerridge

Rodney Maynard
Troy Bond
Graham Johncock
Eddie Betts

Danny Hughes
Brett Chalmers
Mark Stevens
Patrick Dangerfield
19th Man

John Klug
Matthew Powell
Aaron Keating
Tyson Stenglein
Ivan Maric
Josh Jenkins

David Brown
Trent Ormond-Allen
James Gallagher
Matthew Bode
Chris Knights
Rory Atkins

Michael Murphy
Ian Perrie
Andy Otten

Peter McIntyre
Andrew McLeod
Jared Petrenko

Andrew Payze
Scott Hodges
Clay Sampson
Brett Burton
Sam Jacobs

Mark Mickan
Brian Bienke
Ben Rutten

Mark Bickley
Jacob Schuback
Richard Douglas

Matthew Liptak
Rickie O'Loughlin
Daniel Schell
Scott Stephens
Tom Lynch

Darren Smith
Martin McKinnon
Kane Johnson
James Begley
Bernie Vince
Jack Gunston
Luke Thompson
Cameron Ellis-Yolmen

Anthony Ingerson
James Thiessen
Brent Williams
James Sellar
Sam Kerridge
Rory Laird

Grantly Fielke
Peter Vardy
Luke Jericho

Ben Marsh
Stephen Rowe
Matthew Kluzek
Bryce Capmpbell
Tom Gilligen
Rory Sloane
Jarryd Lyons

Mark Riccuto
Patrick Dangerfield

Bruce Lindsay
Wayne Weidemann
Andrew Eccles
Brenton Reilly
Jared Petrenko
Brodie Smith

Ben Hart
Sam Shaw

Rod Jameson
Rhett Biglands
Shaun McKernan

Brenton Sanderson
Simon Goodwin
Brodie Martin

Adam Saliba
Tyson Edwards
Matthew Golding
Trent Hentschel

David Gallagher
Jacob Schback
John Hinge
Tony Armstrong
Mitch Grigg
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David Pittman, Shaun Rehn, Troy Bond, Aaron Keating in 1997
Guernseys - not "one sixe fits all"!

WHO GETS TO WEAR WHAT
NUMBER?

In many football codes, traditionally the number on the playing uniform related
to the position played. For example, in soccer #1 was the goal keeper and  #2
and #3 were the full backs etc. Rugby League 's centres were 3 and 4 and the
five eight  #6 and gridiron offensive line players had to be numbered in the
range  50-79 with backs, including punters and quarter backs, 1-20. While
rugby union remains steadfast in its position numbering as does rugby league in
Australia and New Zealand (not elsewhere in the world), now much of this is
changing or has already been modified to allow for how games have changed
with players being more versatile often playing a number of positions during a
game, specific numbers being "retired" to honour particular past players or just
player personal preference.

Australian Rules Football has never been so constrained and the way the game
is now played even the traditional naming of positions, let alone giving
corresponding numbers is irrelevant. Wingmen, centre half forwards, half back
flankers and back pockets have been replaced by inside midfielder, running key
back, tall forward, run with player and swingmen etc  as players play numerous
positions during a game while rotating on and off the bench.

When the original Crows squad was chosen players came from many teams.
Numbers were allocated, where possible, on the basis of what the players had
worn in their previous club. Hence Chris McDermott, who had worn #10 at
Glenelg received the #10 guernsey. But even that became somewhat haphazard
with seniority often used where several players  had worn or wanted the same
number. Also because of the size of the squad was much larger Shaun Rehn
was given the now legendary #52!

Today it is even more complex. A player may wish to change his number but
will need to wait until the current "owner" retires or leaves the Club for it to
become available. A more practical issue is that for a number of commercial,
design and other reasons,  Guernseys have to be ordered for manufacture for
an upcoming season basically before the current season concludes. As
numbering is inherent in the manufacturing process, unlike the old "sew on"
days, the numbers can't be added later or changed. The equipment manager
will have placed his order based on current players and existing sizes. So if a
small player wearing say size M #18 retires  it is not practical for a larg player,
size XXL to claim #18.



It is very much an American tradition to "retire numbers" of elite performers. Again this has not been
prevalent in Australian sport and particularly Australian Football. It was considered by the with the
consensus being that if it did occur it would only be for a short time. To date only two numbers have been
"rested" - Ben Hart's # 34 and Mark Ricciuto's #32  both for one year.

Similarly, to date the Club has not decreed that the Captain will wear a particular number. In the first 25
years the Captains have been:

Chris McDermott    10
Tony McGuinness    11
Mark Bickley        26
Mark Ricciuto        32
Simon Goodwin        36
Nathan Van Berlo    7



JUMPER NUMBER JUMPERS

TYSON EDWARDS             37  -  9
MICHAEL DOUGHTY          41  -  11
MATTHEW ROBRAN            5  -  10
WAYNE WEIDEMANN        50  -  33
MATTHEW BODE               21  -  10
SEAN TASKER                    49  -  4
JAMES GALLAGHER           41  -  21
SCOTT HODGES                17  -  24
STEPHEN ROWE                31  -  3
JACK GUNSTON                 28  -  6
JACOB SCHUBACK             38  -  26
BRENT RIELLY                   33  -  3
PATRICK DANGERFIELD    19  -  32
MATTHEW WRIGHT           47  -  11
MATTHEW JAENSCH          48  -  10
JOSH JENKINS                   20  -  4
BRODIE MARTIN                41  -  36
KIM KOSTER                       9  -  5
LUKE THOMPSON               28  -  6
RORY SLOANE                   31  -  9
BERNIE VINCE                    28  -  17
SAM KERRIDGE                  29  -  17
JARED PETRENKO               33  -  23
RORY LAIRD                       46  -  29



WHAT IS THE COST OF A
CROWS GUERNSEY OR WHAT IS

IT WORTH?

RETAIL
SIGNED RETAIL
AUCTION
THE E-BAY TRADE
AFLPA ARRANGEMENTS
HOW TO GET A SIGNED GUERNSEY OR A GUERNSEY SIGNED
PRICELESS?
COMMERCIAL BENEFITS AND STRATEGIES FOR THE CLUB AND
SUPPLIERS



CHANGES IN FABRIC



CHANGES IN STYLE - LENGTH SIDE PANELS ETC



In 200? having previously
experimented at training, the AFC
sought permission from the AFL to
have players wear GPS data collecting
units during matches. Initially reluctant
the league placed limits on the
number of players and number of
games when they could be worn.
Pockets were incorporated into the top
back of guernseys to hold the units.
Now restrictions have been removed
and almost all players will wear GPS
units during training and matches.





ANDREW McLEOD ON HIS #23 JUMPER


























